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Abstract5

Introduction -After the reading difficulties have been resolved most dyslexics still have6

residual spelling problems. Some dyslexics do not have any reading problems7

(dysorthographia) and may have learned to read self taught because of very good visual8

memories. Their severe spelling problems are seldom dealt with because they read so well.9

With hard work my students had gained enough GCSEs and A/levels to apply for a range of10

university programmes and in this case for the teacher education courses.In order to help11

them with their writing a series of voluntary clinic tutorials was arranged as part of their12

Learning Difficulties/SEN course. At interview their spelling correcting strategies were found13

to be limited to rote learning of the correct versions, visualisation, look-cover-write-check,14

’does it look right’ and asking a friend to proof read what they had written before they15

handed work in. It was in exams that they became most vulnerable to detection for their own16

proof reading too often missed the errors.17

18

Index terms—19

1 Introduction20

fter the reading difficulties have been resolved most dyslexics still have residual spelling problems. Some dyslexics21
do not have any reading problems (dysorthographia) and may have learned to read self taught because of very22
good visual memories. Their severe spelling problems are seldom dealt with because they read so well. With23
hard work my students had gained enough GCSEs and A/levels to apply for a range of university programmes24
and in this case for the teacher education courses.25

In order to help them with their writing a series of voluntary clinic tutorials was arranged as part of their26
Learning Difficulties/SEN course. At interview their spelling correcting strategies were found to be limited to27
rote learning of the correct versions, visualisation, lookcover-write-check, ’does it look right’ and asking a friend to28
proof read what they had written before they handed work in. It was in exams that they became most vulnerable29
to detection for their own proof reading too often missed the errors.30

Another problem identified particularly amongst the mature students was an inability to present what they31
knew in a way that would gain them good marks towards their B.Ed and MA qualifications. When this was32
investigated it was found that they had had no training in study skills and how to structure and write an education33
essay or essays in general. This was easily dealt with by study skills tutorials and incorporating study skills into34
the learning programme supported by a study skills book with examples for use in schools ??Montgomery, 1983).35

The results were that these students who had failed in their previous exams all passed comfortably and were36
able to modify the techniques and apply them to their other subject areas. It is typical that dyslexics and many37
others from disadvantaged groups need help with such skills. This is possibly because during their learning history38
their brain is so engaged with decoding the words and making sense in the process that they miss grasping the39
overall schema and deep text structures that others acquire implicitly. Wider problems with organisational skills40
can also be an associated problem.41

Gifted underachievers from disadvantaged back-grounds can also miss out on learning such skills. This is42
because they have such good recall that in the early years they do not have to study texts more assiduously to43
find the structures and meaning. It is very often only at degree level that they begin to fail as memory is not the44
only requirement for success. There is too much even for them to remember so that strategic approaches become45
essential to identify principles and hierarchies of knowledge.46
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3 WHY CURSIVE?

2 II. Development of the Cognitive Process Strategies for47

Spelling48

Method: Using Delphic Oracle methods (Sumsion, 1998;Iqbal et al, 2009) college staff involved in teaching literacy49
were consulted to find out the methods they used to help students in a formal way. However this amounted to50
little more than the following: ’always proof read your work’, ’use a dictionary’, ’refer to this (obscure) Latin51
or Greek rule’, ’at school we learned dozens of rules and I apply them’. None of these suggestions seemed to52
have helped their students improve the spelling and their written comments on essays were often negative and53
irritating. Thus a new and more positive way was needed. A list of strategies was invented that did or might54
assist in correcting misspellings and had been used at some time by the investigator. These worked out to a set55
of 12, and became the so-called ’brain engage’ or CPSS ’cognitive strategies’. It was intended that they would56
serve as less laborious alternatives to the major rote learning procedures, mnemonics, visualisation and singing57
and rhyming techniques that were used.58

A set of 20 difficult to spell words was selected and 12 of them could be deliberately misspelled to mislead.59
They were presented visually and were also read to classes of students on ITT and CPD programmes. The60
students’ task was to try to spell the words correctly and as they did so reflect upon the metacognitive strategy61
or strategies they had used to find it.62

Once again the limited range of most of the students’ strategies was apparent. They syllabified, used phonics63
and analogies with known words, wrote it then tried to assess if it ’looked right’. Some used meaning and the64
knowledge of another language. Many again suggested how useful mnemonics could be. However it was explained65
that finding a mnemonic (a verse or device for aiding the memory) was often a lengthy process and then only66
corrected the one misspelling making it not so useful as they might believe. Strategies were needed that would67
generalise to a range of words and misspellings. The emphasis needed to be on the strategy not the process of68
finding it.69

From the outset 12 CPS strategies were devised and in all the feedback from the misspelling tests no more70
than these 12 strategies were recorded. The best spellers appeared to have the largest range of strategies. Each71
year over a 4year period the misspelling test was given and the results analysed so that over 1700 undergraduates72
and 2000 post graduates were tested and confirmed the first set of results (Montgomery, 1997 a).73

The second phase was to provide an explanation to show how the strategy could be used and the teachers74
would then have a general toolkit to use to help their pupils and their own spelling development and correct75
misspellings. However teachers regularly complained that they would help an ordinary pupil or a dyslexic correct76
a misspelling on one day only for them to have forgotten it the next. They suggested it was an indication of the77
dyslexic’s working memory problem forgetting normal learners ’lost’ the corrections equally as well. This meant78
that there were deficits in the traditional methods they were using that were failing the pupils.79

The 12 CPSS were defined as follows: a) Lower order strategies ? Articulation -The misspelled word is clearly80
and precisely articulated for spelling -citation mode ? Over articulation -The word is enunciated with an emphasis81
on each of the syllables or unstressed sound. e. g. parli (a) ment, gover (n) ment, w(h)ere ? Cue articulation82
-The word is pronounced almost incorrectly, e. g. Wed -nes -day, Feb -ru -ary. ? Syllabification -The word is83
broken down into syllables, misdemeanour -mis / de / mean / our, ? Phonics -A comprehensible articulatory84
skeleton or word scaffold is made to build upon -km, cm then cum, may appear before come. At this point it85
became obvious why the Lookcover-write check-strategy on its own did not work in remediation but might work86
in learning new spellings. In remediation the incorrect version was already stored in the lexicon (word memory87
store) and needed a CPSS to correct it. It also had an entry in the motor memory and it too had to be corrected88
by LCWC. The idea was to give it a higher profile than the error spelling so that the corrected version would89
come out first. Over time and practice it should take precedence over the error version and not need the further90
use of CPSS. The word in the lexicon (word memory store) has to be consistently associated with its motor91
memory (motoreme). The 7-step protocol for using CPSS:92

i. The pupil selects two misspellings to learn in any one session. ii. The pupil identifies the area of error,93
usually only one letter with help of the teacher or a dictionary. iii. The pupil puts a ring round the area of94
error and notices how much of the rest is correct. iv. The pupil is taught (later selects) a CPSS to correct the95
misspelling, a reserve strategy is also noted where possible. v. The strategy is talked over with the teacher and96
is used to write the corrected spelling. vi. The spelling is checked to see if it is correct -the dictionary can be97
used again here. vii. If correct the pupil covers up the spelling and writes the word three times from memory in98
joined up / full cursive, naming the letters (Simultaneous Oral Spelling (SOS).It is especially important to use99
the joined script at least over the area of error if full cursive presents a problem.100

3 Why cursive?101

Research by Kuczaj (1979) found that the motor programmes for spelling words, particularly their bases and102
affixes were stored together in the brain. This meant that learning to write syllables and base-words as cursive103
writing units during early learning is an important strategy and could contribute to spelling accuracy. The104
posterior frontal lobe area (usually left hemisphere) organises and initiates the voluntary motor movements105
involved in forming the individual graphemes and syllables. These are stored in the motor memory and available106
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to be called up during writing. Over time and practice this process becomes automatic so that during essay107
writing we do not have to think about the details of the spelling.108

The problem arises when, as young writers or dyslexics we store incorrect spellings. In order to correct them109
we have to address the error both in the word memory store and in the motor memory store. The CPSS corrects110
the error in the lexicon and the SOS strategy is needed to correct it in the motor memory. As old memories111
are not deleted but persist but fade if not used they also will be called up initially when writing. The CPSS112
however gives the new spelling a higher features profile for recognition and as the writer writes a sentence and113
the ’problem’ word comes nearer ’warning bells’ ring and the writer recalls the strategy, slows down and writes114
the correct version.115

Soon the writer is able to write the correct version without having to pause and recall the strategy. Eventually116
the correct version arises each time unless under stress when it may pop up again. On these occasions proof117
reading will clear it out.118

4 III. cpss in the Ordinary Classroom119

An early research project by Parrant (1989) showed effective results in 6 weeks with classes of 11 year olds. The120
control class of 23 pupils and the experimental class of 21 pupils, including 7 with specific learning difficulties121
in reading and spelling were given a 100 word dictation pre and post intervention. Each week they worked on122
a set of common errors from the dictation. The control group were taught to use Look-Cover-Write-Check and123
write the word correctly three times. The experimental group tackled the same errors with CPSS, writing the124
word correctly three times. Both groups’ spelling improved but for the controls there was not a significant gain125
but the experimental groups’ improvement was significant (p < 0.01). Even the group with SpLD improved their126
spelling significantly (p < 0.05). The error rate of the experimental group dropped from 273 to 162.127

Parrant also recorded a change to a positive attitude to spelling in the experimental group. They were more128
interested in spelling and more confident in their writing after the intervention. This became the encouragement129
to develop the ’Spelling Detective’ approach to encourage young learners become problem solvers and lose their130
’learned helplessness’.131

An investigation of the types of spelling errors made by undergraduate teacher education students in a 3-hour132
exam was undertaken. All 55 scripts were analysed. There were 165 errors in total and 152 different errors.133
The estimated number of words was about 3000 words per script making 165,000 words in total giving an error134
rate of 0.001% and a modest writing speed of 17 words per minute, taking into account that thinking time was135
heavily involved. The main difference between the Year 7s in 2008 and these undergraduates (1997a) was that136
in developmental terms the school children made slightly more errors of a basic or lower order kind such as with137
articulation and phonics and in their grammatical knowledge. Even pupils classified in school B as having SEN,138
mostly with specific learning difficulties, showed the same types of errors as the rest of their cohort. They also139
showed a profile of spelling development typical of younger children when compared with results from Year 5140
cohorts. In other words their misspellings were not ’bizarre’ but merely typical of younger children learning to141
spell.142

The clinic work with the undergraduates showed that when their Year 3 and Year 4 exam script errors were143
analysed, the remediation had been effective and all of them were removed from the ’dyslexia danger list’ IV.144

5 Further case Examples in Spelling Interventions using cpss145

Since the early CPSS studies the remedial spelling technique was included in the MA SEN and MA SpLD/Dyslexia146
Distance learning programmes at Middlesex University, London from 1995-2010 and the data collected and147
analysed. The method was proving successful in the hands of others and examples were included in a variety of148
articles and books e.g. (Montgomery, 2017). Some examples follow below. The most recent evaluation has taken149
place with 60 members of Potential Plus UK (Montgomery, 2016) the former National Association for Gifted150
Children (NAGC -UK) in which gifted children gave samples of their handwriting in a 10 minute essay test that151
equally revealed their misspellings. Advice was give on both to try to help them overcome underachievement. 1.152
Casework with Carl aged 9 years 11 months (MA SpLD student) Carl had a spelling age of 8 years 4 months153
and was diagnosed by an educational psychologist as ’moderately dyslexic’. He was given a 100 word dictation154
from his Harry Potter reading book. He misspelled 12 words and identified 5 of them:-monning (morning); itsalf155
(itself); bewiching (bewitching); foled (followed); turbern (turban).and :-cristmas, midde, coverd sevulal, foled,156
punshed, thay In the period of a fortnight they dealt with his errors Lesson One follows:-Christmas: Carl missed157
the ’h’ in this word and said he sometimes missed the ’r’ as well.158

Cue articulation: ’We pronounced the word ’Christ mas’. We talked about the fact that Christmas is all about159
Jesus i.e. Christ. We looked up ’mass’ in the dictionary and discovered that it can mean a meal or a body and160
that at Christmas we have a big meal to celebrate that Jesus came to earth in human body. Carl had never161
realised the word ’Christ’ was in Christmas. ’Funny’: As soon as I spelt this word correctly Carl said ’Oh look162
my brother’s name” Carl has a brother called ’Chris’ whose name he can spell quite happily so it really helped163
him to remember that the name ’Chris’ is in ’Christmas’. SOS: He found it quite hard to make himself use the164
cursive writing at first but said it got a lot easier as he repeated the word. He also found it easier to remember165
the spelling if he shut his eyes. Followed: Carl spelt this as ’foled’ Syllabification: Carl needed help to see how166
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8 . FUNNIES (OR STORIES) AND ’L’

the base word ’follow’ can be broken down into syllables, then he spotted the word ’low’ Analogy: He was able167
to think of a rhyming word for ’foll’ i.e. ’doll’168

As soon as I mentioned the past tense he remembered he needed an ’ed’ ending.169
(After analogy with doll it might have been useful to introduce the l-f-s rule and/or doubling after the short170

vowel sound) At the outset of lesson two he spelt the two words correctly and he and his teacher proceeded with171
the next two words. After the six sessions he was given the dictation again and Carl correctly spelled all the172
12 target words. Initially he resorted to the former spelling of ’covered’ and ’punishment’ but in both cases he173
immediately realised his error and self corrected. He was quite hesitant over ’several’ but got it correct after174
some thought. He initially put ’terban’ for ’turban’ but corrected it immediately. His writing in the post test175
was more joined.176

6 Another dyslexia tutor explained:177

’Many of the students I work with have been following dyslexia spelling programmes with private tutors for years178
with little or no improvement in their ability to spell accurately when under pressure especially in a test or exam.179
When I first read about CPSS I was a little dubious as it seemed a time consuming way of teaching students180
correct spelling however I was desperate to find something which would work after years of repeatedly correcting181
the same errors’.182

’it did not take long for my experimental student to feel confident about what she was doing..... it has been183
an extremely positive experience as it really helped raise her self esteem as well as improving the accuracy of her184
spelling......I have now introduced the CPSS to all the classes I teach.’ ’The 15 Spells’ According to Hanna and185
Hanna et al (1966) it is possible to spell 85 per cent of the English language with knowledge of phonics and some186
basic rules although spellers complain that it is a very irregular language to learn. These researchers found that187
it was possible to programme a computer to spell 17,000 basic words with some 300 rules and knowledge of how188
sounds are transcribed and represented by alphabetic symbols -phonics.189

However they were dealing with rules governing letter order and frequencies often called ’surface rules’ rather190
than with deep structure rules about word and syllable structure, morphemics and linguistics. Henry (1997) in191
the USA suggested that with a knowledge of roots the rules governing only 14 words could teach all the spellings192
that an elementary school child might be expected to know. Her techniques were based upon different syllable193
structures but not a problem solving approach and were laborious. However these studies led to the idea of194
finding a set of words in a topic or subject area that would illustrate enough linguistic information to lead to the195
correct spelling of a large number of words. It was in this manner that the 15 Spells were identified.196

The ’15 Spells’ represent 15 words and their structures and rules that when they are understood can lead to197
the correction of 20,000 or more misspelled words. This is because the English language is much more regular198
than people think. These interventions are more specialised and based on linguistics and morphemics but some199
are memorable and children like them. It gives them a feeling of power.200

Pupils responded very well to these insights even from an early age and case examples from a range of subjects201
have been used to illustrate this. These interventions can also be made into mini -lessons in class by English202
teachers and any other teacher who compiles a topic -based list for their subject area. As a school policy203
underachievement on a wide scale could be lifted by improving spelling and handwriting.204

With better handwriting teaching linked to CPSS and the 15 Spells we may be able to reduce barriers to205
learning and significantly lift achievement. Although many English spellers have learnt to spell accurately without206
ever having any knowledge of morphemics or linguistic rules, when they are introduced to them it can give them207
a special interest and pleasure. Spelling teaching instead of being laborious, a ’spelling grind’, can be enjoyable208
and flexible more like a problem solving piece of detective work.209

With this principle in mind it was discovered that about 15 words were needed to do this in English. The idea210
is that every school should develop a policy towards spelling which includes CPSS and every subject teaching211
area should convert the principles and practices in the 15 Spells to their own subject area vocabulary so that all212
the teachers would be reinforcing the same approaches rather than rely on sight word training alone. There are213
a few (8) that do not obey this rule e.g. ”Truly Mr Duly your ninth argument is wholly awful” Also -judgment214
and acknowledgment.215

7 Change rule -change y to i when adding a suffix:216

For example pay -ed change to paid, say-ed to said Mystery -mysteri -ous.217
The following is a list of the 15 KEY WORDS built round a trip on a Thames Sailing Barge which pupils from218

around the country can go on from Essex. They can be changed to fit topics on the Victorians, the Elizabethans219
and the Second World War in History or topics in Science, PE, Art, geography, and technology or can be devised220
for year groups and so on. The ’15 Spells’ (e.g. for a barge trip)221

8 . FUNNIES (or stories) and ’L’222

? principal or principle? The principal is a person or a PAL. The principle is just a rule.223
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9 MEANINGS224

? dis-or des-at the beginning? Dis-is a prefix. Learning the meaning of the prefixes we put in front of words can225
help. Prefixes such as dis-, re-, pre-, pro-, ab-, anti-etc. The prefix ’dis’ means ’in two’ or ’the opposite of’ e.g.226
agree and disagree; order and disorder; trust and distrust. ’des’ is not a prefix but ’de ’ is. It means down, from or227
away and is used on words derived from Latin e.g. describe de -scribe; de-stroy, de -liberate, de-form, de-struct.228
It helps if when saying these words for spelling that you use ’CITATION MODE’ that is articulating very clearly229
and precisely for spelling to distinguish e.g. between dis -turb and de -struct. 5. Articulation -citation mode ?230
Im-port or em -port? These prefixes mean ’in’ and ’into’ and depending on context are interchangeable with ’in’231
and ’en’ e.g. engage, invade, import, emblazon.232

One of the best ways to remember which is correct in context is to ensure that citation articulation mode is233
used. This means in everyday speech the correct articulation is used e.g. IM -port; IM-personal; EM -bargo,234
EM-phasis; INtrigue, IN-correct; IN-vert; IM-minent, IM-pede, IMperfect.235

Can John hear and feel the articulatory differences between these prefixes? Does his ordinary speech allow236
him to note the differences? 6. Origins There are only a few words like ’relevance’ and ’relegation’ that can237
cause problems. First look up the word in a ’good’ dictionary. It will give you 5 thingsspelling, pronunciation,238
meaning, origin in other languages, related words.239

? Relevant -RE is the prefix meaning ’again’ or ’away’. The word re–levance comes from the Latin ’levans’ to240
raise up or levitate so we must spell it RE-LEvant.241

The word ’relegate’ comes from the Latin RE -LEGARE meaning to banish or send away. RE -away and242
LEGARE to send.243

? Mitigation miti or mita? Look up the word in the dictionary. It comes from the Latin ’mitis’ meaning244
MILD. I would use the origin and the ’mild’ story to remind me how to spell MITIGATION 7. Phonics245

These are the 44 sounds of the English alphabet. Sometimes two letters represent a single sound (e.g. 6246
digraphs ph, th, th voiced, wh, sh, ch and 15 vowel sounds ea, ei ae etc).247

? Desent versus decent? If we hear and feel the soft ’s’ sound in the middle of a two syllabled word it is usually248
represented by ’c’ (c does not have a sound of its own it is either ’s’ or ’k’) thus decent, recent (decens and recens249
are words derived from Latin).250

If we hear a ’z’ sound in the middle of such a word it is usually represented by ’s’ e.g. de-serve, reserve. The251
clue here is also the base word ’serve’ If you put ’s’ between two vowels it usually says ’z’ deserve, reserve, rise,252
use.253

10 Cue Articulation254

? Recruit or recrute? There are some words that do not respond to logical analysis. ’Recrute’ is an Old French255
spelling but how it changes is not clear. As there are only a few such words I would use a ’cue articulation’256
strategy. This means that I would say it as RECRU-IT as I was spelling it and thinking about it. Pursu-it is its257
friend.258

11 Over Articulation259

? First or fist? To detect the almost silent ’r’ in words such as ’first’ and ’burst’ it helps to practice over260
Most of the words we use are built on a baseword e.g. FORM is the baseword for form, formed, reform,261

deform.262
There are also some rough generalisations that we learn implicitly during reading and that sometimes need to263

be taught to dyslexics e.g. articulating them to support spelling. The Scots are very good at this hidden sound264
and roll them ’rr’. Thus John’s 12 misspellings have revealed a need to extend his strategies for spelling. 9 out of265
the 12 CPSS have been used to illustrate this. The rest takes us into the realm of useful linguistic rules. There266
are many rules that govern our spelling system but some have a wider applicability than others and over time267
and the case work on error interventions such as with John the most useful have emerged.268

Casework with some younger writers using CPSS ??Montgomery, Louise writes at a speed of 8.3 words per269
minute, She is right handed and uses a thumb over grip. This speed is in the average range. She has made 8270
different spelling errors apart from one or two squiggles that could not be read from the copy. There were 12271
errors over all. The different errors were:272

12 Dident, littel, beatifel, frends, antie, postion, minet, presh-273

ers274

This is more than she should be making given her age and high ability although they might be more typical275
in an average learner To correct these misspellings take just two words at any one time and choose the most276
common words first e.g. Dident: Explain that the base words are ’did not’. In running speech we say ”did-nt’277
. Get her to articulate it as ”did-nt’ and explain the comma is to show a letter is missing and should be in the278
place of that letter. Little: In speech we say ”litl”. Ask Louise to say it correctly for spelling. The final ’l’ sound279
in words is represented by the stable final syllable -le. It is the most common spelling for the ’l’ sound at the280
end of onesyllabled (one beat) words e. g. litt-le, bubble, trifle, maple, ripple, table Beatifel: Louise has nearly281
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14 ALEXANDER 7 YEARS 10 MONTHS RIGHT HANDED RIGID TRIPOD
GRIP IQ 137 INFORMATION PROVIDED BY PARENT:

spelled this difficult word correctly. Get her to say it first as she has spelled it e.g. ”beat -i -fell”. The baseword282
is ’beauty’ -person full of beauty. The French origin of the word is ’beaute’ (Think of ’beau; a man attentive to283
dress such as Beau Geste). Ask her to syllabify and say it correctly as ”beaut-i ful”.284

Frends -this is a common misspelling at this age. To remember the silent letter an easy method might be to285
try a ’funny’ . ”I am going to fry the ends of my friends’ and cue articulate it for spelling as ”fri-ends”. Antie286
-If she says this as she has spelled it ”ant -ie” she will hear and feel that something is missing. Again the ’u’ is287
needed to draw out that sound. ’Auntie needs an uncle to help her out’.288

13 Minet-289

This word is spelled in the same way as something very small but is pronounced differently e.g. mi -nute ’A290
minute is very small, it is minute’.291

I would not intervene on the other misspellings at this stage unless they reappear in other pieces of writing.292
If they do then: Postion -first say the word as she has spelled it ’post -i -on’ or ’pos -shun’.293

An alternative reading may be that she intended to write ’potion’. In this case she needs to syllabify the294
word ’po -tion’. This is the open syllable po-with the long vowel sound. The final stable syllable ’-tion’ is the295
most common spelling of the (shun) sound at the end of words. Attention, mention, intention, traction, faction,296
reaction Preshers-this is something valuable, it has a high price. Use ’price’ to remind Louise that the spelling297
of ’precious’ also has the soft second sound of ’c’ in it, then syllabify for spelling ’prec -i -ous’.298

In the case of a gifted 7 year old it can be expected that reading and spelling are at the level of about a 9299
year old. If such a one produced writing with these misspellings it would raise concerns about the quality of the300
learning environment and/or potential dyslexic difficulties. If Louise has such difficulties she has done extremely301
well to make this amount of progress. Her work needs careful monitoring.302

14 Alexander 7 years 10 months Right handed Rigid tripod grip303

IQ 137 Information provided by parent:304

? Has always avoided activities involving writing.305
However, always very neat at colouring (He won a prize in Reception for genuinely very neat colouring) ?306

’Meltdowns’ during Reception and Year 1 when asked just to write just his name on a card at home. ? Episode307
of significant distress at school during Year 1; told the teacher that he couldn’t get what he wanted to write from308
his head onto the paper. ? Has consistently told us that he doesn’t like the feel of the paper; also refuses to309
write after washing his hands until his hands are completely dry. ? Has refused to use a pencil at home, with310
preference for a pen. ? Prior to Year 3, used a pen with a rubber on the end so that he could rub out any311
mistakes. In Year 3, started to use a mechanical pencil that looks like a312

If the word is ’poison’ it uses the second sound of ’s’ and that is ’z’ as in (poi-zn).313
pen, and then moved onto a ’hexagonal’ grip pencil (rather than a rounded grip pencil).314
? Repeatedly sharpens pencil, so that it is as sharp as it possibly can be (generally a few times within just a315

few minutes; pencils don’t last long). ? Has always preferred to print letters.316
? Has previously refused to write cursive letters; ”Mummy, I don’t like the silly squiggles” ? Teachers’ attitudes317

in Years 1 and 2 was that any writing is better than no writing. Given his high IQ we should expect that he318
would be writing at a speed of 15 words per minute and spelling correctly all the words he uses in this piece of319
writing.320

The overall impression given the high ability, early verbal ability and early reading competence, plus the321
overlarge and spiky writing put together with the meltdowns, and some rigidity of responses, the oversensitivity322
to the feel of paper etc. suggest he might be just on the Asperger dimension.323

Premature babies (details in the communications) are more vulnerable to a range of difficulties and the patterns324
of them are very individual. Given Alexander’s undoubted ability he will learn to overcome them.325

However I think the next few years may be critical for him. We want him to settle and enjoy what the current326
school is offering and also think about getting him ready for the transition to secondary school which may not327
be easy. As can be seen beginnings and endings are added to some words to change their meaning beginnings328
are called PREFIXES (a-, ab-, anti-) and addon endings are called SUFFIXES (-ing; -ed; -er etc.). These that329
Alexander has used are the most frequent. There are also 4 main rules that apply to Suffixing -ADD, DOUBLE,330
DROP, CHANGE. These may need to be addressed later if you will collect a list of his common errors.331

? To remind him how to spell POLICE I would encourage him to use a ’FUNNY’ and MISARTICULATE it332
as PO -LICE. Only tackle two errors in a session and ensure she has learnt them securely before moving on. Tell333
her she is going to learn to be a ’Spelling detective’ 2. She misspells dident so needs to say the word correctly for334
spelling in citation mode -’did not’ didn’t. Some of her errors result from using an advanced vocabulary and she335
will gradually acquire the correct versions from contact with print. Some need correcting now but go carefully336
in case she is not yet ready.337

The vowels have two different sounds a short sound and a long one in which the vowel ’says its own name’ as338
in A E I O U 3. Hiting -Can Charlotte detect the short vowel sounds in one-syllabled words -hit, cap, run, hop339
as opposed to the long vowel sounds in hite, cape, rune, hope? HOP and HOPE If so, the RULE is that after340
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the short vowel sound (in a closed syllable -CVC) when we add -ing then we must DOUBLE the consonant e. g.341
hit-t-ing, hop-p-ing, run-n-ing and also hitt-er, hopp-er, runn-er.342

The silent ’e’ at the end of the word ’hope’ is to tell us to make the long sound of ’o’. When we add -ing to this343
word we must drop the silent ’e’ and just ADDing e.g. hop-ing, mak-ing. (These are called suffixing rules and344
there are 4 main ones -ADD, DOUBLE, DROP, CHANGE.) She could try counting how many examples there345
are of the doubling and drop rules in a page of her reading book to help remember the strategy. 4. Heare -this346
is an over generalization of the long vowel/silent ’e’ rule. When ’two vowels go walking the first one does the347
talking’ (CVVC) and they make the long vowel sound anyway and so we do not need the silent ’e’ to tell us this.348
5. Eavery -’ea’ is the long vowel sound (two vowels going walking). Spell ’very’ and just add the short vowel ’e’349
as in ’e-very’ 6. stange -this may be a slip of the pen or a slight articulation error. Check that she pronounces350
the 3 letter blend ’str-’ correctly and can feel the difference in the mouth between ’st-’ and ’str-’ and also hear351
it. 7. Famos -this is a nearly correct spelling. The BASEWORD is fame. There are three spellings of the ’us’352
sound at the end of words -us, -ous andious.353

? After nouns we use -us e. g. crocus, locus, circus, bonus, virus (Nouns are the names of things.) ? -ous is354
an adjective ending telling us how something is e. g. famous, nervous, generous, dangerous ? Keep this one in355
reserve in case she needs it later: ? If the word has a ’sh’ sound before the ’us’ then we use -ious e. g. vicious,356
malicious, fictitious, anxious 8. coud -the spelling rationale for this one is lost in the mists of time. A writing357
strategy is recommended e.g. ’could’ and ’would’ and ’should’. The next two are best dealt with by getting them358
nearer to the correct version than perfect as yet, identify the baseword and articulate it clearly. 9. erelivent -start359
with correct articulation ’relevant’ and syllabify i-rele-vant. Later point out the double ’rr’ after the short vowel360
sound. 10. iameditly -im -mediate -ly, prefix ’im’, we must double ’mm’ after the short vowel sound ? esentials361
-the base word is ’essence’.362

After the short vowel sound we must use ’ss’ to keep the short vowel pattern. Felix may be saying ”Esential”363
which is incorrect for spelling.364

? etraordinary -extra, ex -tra -ordinary ? enered enter, en -ter-ed ? banesed banish ed365
The main point with this last set of four is to ensure that he is articulating the base words correctly for366

spelling. He needs to use citation mode for spelling and proof reading as well as clear articulation in running367
speech and may need some attention to this.368

15 The Teacher’s Orthographic Toolkit369

? The Spelling Detective’s Dictionary www.ldrp.org,uk ? The CPSS prompt list (on a green card) ? The 15370
Spells on reverse side of the green card for the particular subject ? A ’good’ standard dictionary -has 5 pieces371
of information about words ? A list of 10 to 20 subject specific words to practice CPSS ? A school policy for372
spelling incorporating references to CPSS and the 15 Spell V.373

16 Conclusions374

The Cognitive Process Strategies for Spelling have been shown to be an effective method for intervening on375
Orthographic phase dyslexic spelling errors. They have worked with undergraduates and now are shown to help376
dyslexic spellers improve their skills. As the case numbers have increased it was found that at least two years377
progress in each year can be achieved with regular mini lessons. Some bright pupils have made 2 years progress378
in 6 months.379

The most important feature is that poor spellers including dyslexics can overcome their ’learned helplessness’380
and actually enjoy problem-solving work on their misspellings. The strategies can also be imported into ordinary381
classroom work on spelling development and have also been shown to be beneficial. Capturing further evidence382
for this now needs a funded research project. The problem has been that once teachers see that CPSS works383
they just go off and do it incorporating it into their general repertoire because it seems such a obvious way to384
work. Parrant’s research, as early as 1989 showed how effective this could be in the general classroom in a junior385
school for reducing spelling errors.386

However many teachers are anxious about trying to teach spelling because their knowledge of how best to do387
it is limited and no-one has shown them how it might be possible. This is especially important in initial training388
so that every teacher becomes responsible for spelling development in their subject area as they introduce new389
vocabulary. Many English teachers will be doing this but they need the support of colleagues and a school policy390
on spelling and handwriting would help them.391

Although schools have been encouraged to record the specialist vocabularies for their subject areas and teach392
pupils the spellings, the teachers have had limited spelling development knowledge and resort to encouraging rote393
learning and testing. Thus CPSS and the 15 spells are projects waiting for adoption.394

Just as special needs, now termed ’additional needs’ is considered to be every teacher’s concern, so spelling395
and handwriting needs in the subject areas have to become the remit of every teacher to contribute to their396
development. This is crucial in the primary or elementary school years to gain the improvements needed and397
then again in the secondary school to support those with residual difficulties as they acquire new and more398
technical vocabularies.399
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16 CONCLUSIONS

[Note: g. king-ship, manly, care-less, wood-s, dry-ness, play-ful, forget-ful Suffix -ly. This suffix means like
(kingly), how (slowly) or when (lately). We simply ADD it after words ending in silent ’e’.? Deliberate -ly This
word ends in silent ’e’ so just ADD the consonant suffix -deliberately.]

Figure 1:
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It is the most frequent one used at the end of words so
when in doubt use -le.
Use -le after a ’stick’ or a ’tail’ subtle, puddle rabble,
gaggle, trouble, apple, raffle.
Use -le in 3 and 4 syllabled words particle, capable,
legible, noticeable, pinnacle
b. el is also a stable final syllable and less frequent for

’L’
at
the
end
of
words.

Use -el when there are no ’sticks’ or ’tails’ before the ’L’
sound e.g. tunnel, funnel, trowel, bowel, towel.
Use -el to keep ’c’ and ’g’ soft e.g. cancel; chancel,
angel
c. al is also a less frequent final stable syllable for ’L’ at

the
end
of
words.

Use -al after whole words e.g. music -al, tropical,
electrical, political, seasonal, sensational. portal
Use -al after adjectives (describing words before nouns)
e.g. local, central, regal, total.
Use -ical and -al after silent ’e’ words e.g. type -typ -
ical but you must DROP the silent ’e’ recite -recital,
d. A tiny number of words may need a ’funny’ e.g.
bridal -no dal-liance there!
2. Basewords
? proposition or propersition? .To correct this spelling
3 we

need
to
use
its
base-
word
PRO-
POSE
as
the
guide
to
spelling
PROP
-O-
sition

W changes the vowel sounds of ’a’ and
’o’ -war, ward, walk, warm. Work,
world, whorl, word, worm, worst

12. Pay (cvy) CHANGE rule. Change
y to i when
suffixing. Instead of the regular form
payed and
sayed we change ’y’ to ’I’ and add ’d’
-paid, said,
laid.
13. Round (diphthong /ou/ow sound is
ah -oo or two
sounds) ground, bound, found, sound,
hound.
rouse, louse; row, cow; oi diphthong in
oil, boil, toil.
ow is also a digraph low, row, know
14. Sign (cv -gn, silent letters) Family
words will help
with detecting some silent letters -sign,
signal;
bomb, bombardment. Some letters
were once
pronounced knife, knight, knave, knit-
ting.
15. Cable -final stable common sylla-
bles e..g. ’-le’ and
’-ly’; ’-tion, ’-sion’ and ’-cian’, ’-us’ and
’-ous’
16. Pair ’-air’ and ’-are’ words. Pair,
lair, stair and pare,
stare, ware (N.B. Mnemonics are no
part of the
system because they do not have the
power to
generalise to new words and are labori-
ous).

1. Cut (cvc) short vowel, closed syllable. DOUBLING rule for adding suffixes -cut-t-ing, putting, running, Some examples of case work with John
PhD aged 56 (2015)
1. Other Useful Rules -final stable
syllables (Cowdery,
1994).
? Typical or typicle?
a. le is a final stable syllable for the
sound ’L’ at the end
of words

[Note: bedding, hopping, sitting, in polysyllables -rudder, potter, kipper, cutter 2. Hull (cvcc) short vowel and
l-f-s rule. Must double lf-s after a short vowel in single syllables till, hill, pill; off, boff, sniff; hiss, miss, (some
exception wordsif, gas, bus, yes).3.]

Figure 2:
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16 CONCLUSIONS

2016)
2. Louise 6 years 5 months
Transcript
’Once upon \a time in a far away land lived a mer
queen and a mer king.

Figure 3:

? Alexander is in top set for English in Year 3 and is
now expected to write cursively (but no help is being
given at school).
Other information
? Very early reader (could sign words before saying
them)
? ”Streets ahead” according to Reception teacher
when first started
? Verbally articulate
Transcript -Love Alexander
Alexander’s writing 7 years 10 months Spelling skill: 16
spelling errors. This is a higher error score than average
approaching 15 errors per 100 words. The HMI criterion
is that the pupil shoiuld make no more that 5 errors per
100 words by Years 6-7 and younger pupils such as
Alexander will make more perhaps up to 8 or 10 per 100
so a score of 15 is of concern. It will of course be
affected by the level of difficulty of the words selected..
e. g, antiques, mountains. A list of his misspellings:
apon, atime, mantion, bildnd, antoeces, polece, tlat,
Decetive, serced, arond, Owe, gowing, relay, montains,
heer, nue (fogot and forgot)

Figure 4:
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words and keep a collection of them. How many
can he find? E.g. round, found, sound, mound,
pound, compound; mount, fount. Can he invent a
sentence to include at least four of them to aid
memory?
Save the next two misspellings until the need arises:
? There is one other letter combination that makes the
AH-OO sound and that is OW but only half the time
e. g. COW, CLOWN, TOWN, DROWN, HOW, NOW
(how now brown cow)
? In other words OW makes the long vowel ’o’ sound
e. g. show, mow, row, throw, tow, grow
The parents were then given details of CPSS,
the 7 step protocol and SOS with explanations for why
they are needed.
4. Charlotte 8 years 5 months
Transcript
Once upon a time there was a small Karmarlo(?) called
Sunny who was quite famos and wanted to discover what
humans were ”they are Big for one thing” hissed a snake
and very tasty to a dirgo(?). But I’m not a dirgo” Sunny
iameditly replied ” That my friend is erelivent so screw
your head back on you wanted to know.
”But I dident ask you” he shouted, Well I Can Read
Minds!” snake yelled as loud as a rock hiting a planet at
high speed eavery thing in the whole world was silent
you coud heare a rein drop hit the ground but soon after
a stange//
Suggested spelling interventions
1. Ask Charlotte to proof read her piece of work to see
if she can identify and correct any of her
misspellings. If so she should put a ring round the
area of error and concentrate on correcting that
segment.

Figure 5:
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